Lattice mismatch of Cu on Ag(111) produces fast diffusion for special "magic sizes" of islands. A sizeand shape-dependent reptation mechanism is responsible for low diffusion barriers. Initiating the reptation mechanism requires a suitable island shape, a property not considered in previous studies of 1D island chains and 2D closed-shell islands. Shape determines the dominant diffusion mechanism and leads to multiple clearly identifiable magic-size trends for diffusion depending on the number of atoms whose bonds are shortened during diffusion.
system [11] . However, the experimental observations of rapid diffusion from several distinct sizes of islands does not easily comport with the simple model of Hamilton for magic sizes. A missing element in explaining the atomistic diffusion mechanism is the role of island shape in controlling diffusion. Understanding the trends of diffusion barriers for small islands with island size and shape for the common cubic (111) surface provides insight for experimental measurements and thin-film growth, and provides the fundamental understanding to control morphology.
Hamilton predicted a magic-size effect for heteroepitaxial islands with a one-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova model [12] and a corresponding two-dimensional equivalent [10] . The 1D model describes a chain of atoms harmonically coupled to their neighbors and interacting with a rigid periodic substrate potential. The lattice misfit is the percentage difference between the equilibrium spring length and the substrate periodicity, and the island misfit strain grows linearly with the number of atoms in the island chain. The diffusion barrier has non-monotonic behavior with size, showing a minimum at the "magic size" equal to inverse of the lattice misfit. At this size, the island ground-state configuration contains one dislocation, where island atoms sit at a peak of the substrate potential instead of a valley. Islands below the magic size are dislocation-free with a large energy barrier to nucleate and propagate a dislocation for island diffusion, while larger islands contain a dislocation and require an increasing energy barrier to move this dislocation for island diffusion. Using the embedded atom method (EAM [13] ) for Ag/Ru(0001), Hamilton considered a 2D equivalent with closed-shell islands, and the magic size corresponds with the ground-state configuration containing one dislocation [10] . The ground state has atoms displaced from FCC to HCP sites on the hexagonal Ru(0001) surface. The dislocation line marks the separation between FCC and HCP sections of the island. Diffusion for these islands proceeds as all atoms in the island collectively glide to continuously propagate the dislocation.
Reptation-first proposed for small island diffusion in homoepitaxial systems-relies on dis-location movement [14] . Unlike Hamilton's collective glide mechanism, reptation proceeds as the motion of an island section from FCC to HCP sites on the (111) surface, forming a dislocation where the island atomic bonds are stretched. Diffusion is completed after the remaining island section subsequently follows in the same direction to complete the transition. Therefore the reptation dislocation propagates through sequential motion of island sections while the collective glide dislocation propagates by the continuous motion of the entire island.
We find that the reptation diffusion mechanism exhibits a magic-size effect in Cu/Ag(111) controlled by island shape that explains experimental observations of anomalous diffusion. Using an optimized EAM potential with molecular dynamics and the dimer method, we calculate island diffusion barriers up to 14-atom islands. The diffusion barriers of different island sizes and shapes is a non-monotonic function of the island misfit strain, and separates into simple groups depending on the geometry of the island. The shape effect is explained by the continuity of bonds during diffusion. We find that the reptation mechanism is competitive over the glide mechanism for all islands except those with closed-shell shapes. After considering the modulating effect of island geometry and the competition between the diffusion mechanisms, we find multiple magic sizes each diffusing with a single dislocation. By considering island shape, we predict a series of rapidly diffusing islands, each as their own magic size.
Our study of island diffusion relies on an EAM potential optimized for the prediction of island geometries, energetics, and kinetics for Cu/Ag(111) [15] . The potential was optimized using monomer and dimer DFT energies and geometries. The optimized EAM predicts the DFT monomer diffusion barrier and the DFT energy difference between all-FCC trimers and all-HCP trimers. However the potential (and DFT) overestimates the monomer and dimer diffusion barriers at 93 and 88meV compared to experimental [16] values of 65±9 and 73meV, respectively. This is a carryover from DFT which has been shown to overestimate surface adsorption energies [17] . Due to this discrepancy, we present our calculated island diffusion barriers relative to the monomer diffusion barrier E monomer diff of 93meV.
We anneal to determine island ground-state structures, and use molecular dynamics [18] , dimersearch [19] , and nudged elastic band [20] method to find island diffusion transitions and determine diffusion barriers. Multiple annealing runs for each island size reveal compact islands with all FCC-site ground-states for small sizes while mixed FCC/HCP ground-states exist only for the 13-and 14-atom islands, the largest in our study. We run direct molecular dynamics at high temperature (600K) over several nanoseconds to explore possible transitions. We also use the dimer 3 method which randomly searches through phase-space for possible transitions from a starting state.
Nudged elastic band finds the minimum energy pathway between the starting and ending states of discovered transitions and extracts the diffusion barrier. Ag nn = 3.34Å; this is also the case in the Pt/Pt(111) system [14] .
We measure the substrate strain in each island in terms of the island misfits in Fig. 1 . We relax ground-state configurations of different islands and calculate the surface strain as a function of distance away from the island's center-of-mass. The atomic strain tensor for each surface Ag atom is an average over the change in all nearest-neighbor vectors [21] . In Fig. 1a the tensile normal strain-sum of ǫ xx and ǫ yy -drops off as the inverse squared radial distance from the island's centerof-mass and scales with island size; we define the scaling coefficient as the island misfit, which has units of area. This island misfit with the substrate varies with the size and shape, and in Fig. 1b, we find a linear correlation with the island size. We use the island misfit as a measure of the strain in the island because it contains information about both the island size and shape. Other island growth studies used the a related measure of the substrate stress instead of strain [22] , which is linearly related. This measure of substrate strain accounts for the effect of island shape, and helps relate the 2D system back to the simpler 1D model.
Islands diffuse by the passage of a dislocation, with two different forms in 2D: collective glide (Fig. 2b) , or reptation (Fig. 2a) . Collective glide is the mechanism described by Hamilton, where the dislocation propagates with the continuous motion of the entire island moving from FCC to HCP sites, or vice versa. Closed-shell configurations (3-, 7-, and 12-atom islands) favor the col- lective glide mechanism, which maintains neighboring bonds during diffusion. Reptation involves sequential motion of island sections to HCP sites, via a metastable dislocated structure. The FCC portion of the metastable state is separated from the HCP portion by a dislocation with a 1 10 -type line direction. We identify this dislocation line direction to be characteristic of the reptation mechanism. Island shape is the critical criteria to determine whether a 2D island prefers the collective glide mechanism or the reptation mechanism. slips part of the island onto HCP sites where the number of 1 10 island rows sheared by the dislocation line form the same number of heterogeneous FH-bonds ( Fig. 2a.2 ). The energy cost to form FH-bonds and move atoms to HCP sites is compensated by the reduction of island strain from the smaller island area of the dislocated state. For the 10-atom island shown, the island misfit is reduced from 0.27Å 2 ( Fig. 2a.1 ) to 0.22Å 2 ( Fig. 2a.2 ). An island with unequal number of atoms across the dislocation line-two facing three in the 7-atom island-has to overcome the additional barrier to break a bond during island shear ( Fig. 2c.2) . The dimer dissociation energy for Cu on Ag(111) is 370meV ≈ 4E monomer diff , which increases the reptation mechanism energy barrier for closed-shell islands above the collective glide mechanism barrier. Ultimately, the absence of bond-breaking during slip is the deciding factor in allowing a low energy reptation mechanism. The transition pathways for 2D islands of different row-groups in Fig. 3 also follow the trends seen for the 1D island chains. In the 2-row group, the dislocated state is not metastable for the 4-atom island and becomes more and more stable with increasing island size. The dislocated state of the 7-atom 2-row is almost equal in energy with the undislocated state, while the dislocated state of the 8-atom 2-row is the ground state and possesses a higher diffusion barrier. In the 3-row group, the dislocated state is not metastable for the both the 8-and 9-atom islands and becomes metastable at 10-atoms. Continuing the 3-row group, the dislocated state of the 11-atom island is still metastable, but the diffusion barrier is higher due to asymmetric island structure. Finally, the dislocated state for the 13-atom island is the ground-state and the diffusion barrier becomes even higher. The minima for ground-state diffusion barriers-6-and 10-atom islands-corresponds well with experimental observations, as well as the immobility of 7-atom islands [11] .
Island shape controls the 2D magic-size effect for Cu/Ag(111) where a combination of island geometry and misfit produces multiple magic sizes even for single dislocation-mediated diffusion.
We find that the reptation diffusion mechanism allows for greatly reduced diffusion barriers for heteroepitaxial systems compared with the collective glide mechanism. The criteria for the reptation mechanism requires the island shape to be such that no atom is left unbonded across the dislocation line. This mechanism predicts multiple magic sizes even for small (< 20) island sizes, which quantitatively agrees with experimental observations of Cu/Ag(111). We expect similar effects in other heteroepitaxial systems with large lattice misfits, and for the magic size islands to affect the growth morphologies for low coverages. for the 6-, 9-and 11-atom islands are not the ground-state configurations for that size, but instead represent the shape before a diffusion transition. * Electronic address: dtrinkle@illinois.edu
